BOAT DECOMMISSIONING FORM
Decommissioning Date: ___/____/_______
Your Name ____________________________Preferred method of contact_____________________________
Boat Make____________________ Boat Name_________________________
Model______________Length______ Year________
Engine Make ________________________HP ___________Year_________
Please check ONE (if boat not currently at RCBY):
I will deliver my boat to RCBY by water
Please pick my boat up for service/hauling- location______________________
I will drop my boat off on my trailer on ___/____/____ ***Trailer boat owners are responsible for filling
Fuel tanks before dropping boat off at Ryder’s Cove Boat Yard for Storage.

Boat and engine:
Haul boat
Pressure Wash Bottom, Remove Hull Stains (we do not pressure wash boats on trailers--$100 forklift charge)
Wax Boat Interior (we would prefer to put your boat away clean and to save time during the spring rush).
Winterize Engine/s (NOTE: Gearcases due for Water pump replacement (biennial) or with evidence of water in
gear oil will be removed, stored and serviced over the winter, unless otherwise instructed.)

Maintenance - Replace Engine Mounted Fuel Filters
Maintenance - Clean Fuel Injectors
Recondition prop, if needed- checking this box gives RCBY authorization to recondition prop as needed
Pump Holding Tank ***Customers are responsible for Emptying/Cleaning their own Porta-Pottis***
Winterize Boat Systems (this includes all water systems, tanks, permanently installed heads and holding tank)
Shrink Wrap Cover
De-rig Sailboat (explain as necessary)
__
Trailer:
Service Trailer
Mooring:
Haul and Store Mooring.
Haul Mooring and I will pick it up.
Set Winter Float.
Storage/Delivery:
Store Boat
Store Loose Outboard Engine
Other Storage
Please specify: (i.e., electronics, canvas, spars, sails, etc.)
__________________________________________________________________________________
(Unless otherwise specified all boat gear, canvas, electronics, etc. will be stored on your boatRCBY will not be responsible for lost or stolen items)

Deliver Boat to:
Call me to pick my boat up when completed.
Additional Work/Comments/Suggestions:

____

*Note: Additional work will be performed on a “time plus materials” basis.

_______
______________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Signed: ____________________________________________
P. O. BOX 391, NORTH CHATHAM, MA 02650
SERVICE TELEPHONE: 508-430-9994
SERVICE FAX: 508-430-9905
KRISTIN@RYDERSCOVE.COM
GINA@RYDERSCOVE.COM

